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Abstract: Throughout the past decade, the notion of ontology has influenced research in many application areas including databases,
information retrieval, Biomedical, Bioinformatics, electronic commerce, natural language processing, knowledge management,
enterprise systems, systems analysis and design, the Web, and more. Ontology-Based Applications for Information Science and
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different application areas.
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1. Introduction
This paper presents an Ontology based Application’s
Approach for Semantic Integration, knowledge representa
tion in different information systems, which uses ontology as
conceptual models for defining mappings between
applications in three layers: data, service and process. In the
ontology community very little research have been made in
producing such patterns where the solution shows how
architecture of ontology based software might look like. We
describe in this paper about the framework, application
patterns and Ontology-Based Application development
model and he results of examining how upper ontology
describes very general concepts that are the same across all
knowledge domains.
With the large amount of applications developed that are
based on ontology, there is a need to capture the essence of
the solutions used to create good applications so that other
developers can use this information to help them find and
understand good solutions in this field. This can facilitate the
creation of new software that is based on ontology. We are
here tried to realize that ontology representing application
domain knowledge are used for the development of modern
information systems (IS). A number of authors believe that
the use of such ontology, transformed and/or translated to IS
components, help to 1) reduce the costs of a conceptual
modeling [1] and 2) assure the ontological adequacy of the
IS [1],[2],[3]; and allow to 3) share and reuse a domain
knowledge across heterogeneous software platforms [2],[4],
and 4) cognize of an application domain. If the IS is a
traditional one, application domain knowledge will be just
embedded in the standard components of the IS. If it is going
to be an ontology-driven (or ontology-based) IS, then a
separate component – application domain ontology – will be
developed and included in the IS [1].

In the step of an IS conceptual modeling, researchers are
challenged to transform application domain ontology to a
conceptual data model, since their conceptualization of a real
world is similar. Both see an application domain in terms of
concepts, presenting entities of an application domain,
relationships between concepts, properties of concepts and
rules (in ontology axioms), presenting constrains of an
application domain. While a number of approaches and
methods for the transformation of application domain
ontology to a conceptual data model have been proposed,
like [3], [5]-[8] etc, there is lack of a formal theory and
methods of ontology components transformation to
application domain rules.

2. Purpose and Scope
The purpose of this paper is to find a definition of Ontology
and examine how these Ontology Based Applications relate
to other types of software Applications. These could help the
development of software by letting developers understand
solutions to general problems in this field. Since these are
high-level patterns, the solutions are usually architectures of
applications and by understanding them, designing
architectures can be facilitated. Another purpose of this
paper is to examine what the benefits of type of system.
The scope of this Paper is to investigate what Ontology
Based Applications really are and how they relate to other
types of softwares.

3. Theoretical background
Recently, ontology is expected to contribute to knowledge
sharing and reuse. It is, however, difficult to develop a wellorganized ontology because the principles of ontology design
are not clear enough. Therefore, a methodology for ontology
design and a computer system supporting for ontology
design are needed.
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[4] Ontology
The word ontology was first used in philosophy and means
“The metaphysical study of the nature of being and
existence”. In more plain words: The study of how do
thoughts, words and things really relate to each other. The
meaning that the word has in computer science is derived
from the philosophical meaning [9].
Probably the most common definition of ontology in the
field of computer science is “a formal, explicit specification
of a shared conceptualization” [10]. Conceptualization is an
abstract model of how people think and when this model is
given an explicit specification, we give names and meanings
to the concepts and relations present in this abstract model.
When the specification is formal, the meaning is that a
language is used that have well understood formal properties
so no ambiguities that natural language tend to give exist.
This usually means some kind of logic based language is
used.
In computer science and information science, ontology
formally represents knowledge as a set of concepts within a
domain, and the relationships between pairs of concepts. It
can be used to model a domain and support reasoning about
entities.
In theory, an ontology is a "formal, explicit specification of a
shared conceptualization"[10] an ontology renders shared
vocabulary and taxonomy which models a domain with the
definition of objects and/or concepts and their properties and
relations.
Ontology is the structural frameworks for organizing
information and are used in artificial intelligence, the
Semantic Web, systems engineering, software engineering,
biomedical informatics, library science, enterprise
bookmarking, and information architecture as a form of
knowledge representation about the world or some part of it.
The creation of domain ontology is also fundamental to the
definition and use of an enterprise architecture framework.
Why is ontology important in the first place? What the
ontology provides is a specification of the concepts in the
domain without the ambiguities that natural language gives.
Since the meaning of the concepts and relations in ontology
are specified, these ambiguities are removed. This gives the
users of the ontology, humans and computers, a shared
vocabulary both syntactically and semantically [11].
In ontology concepts and relations between concepts are
defined. Rules for how these concepts may be related are
also defined. Concepts are anything that it is possible to say
something about. It can be something physical and real but it
can also be something abstract and fictitious. When a
concept is defined, what is really done is to create a meaning
that this particular concept stands for in the domain that is
being described. To make it possible to refer to a concept, it
is necessary to put a label on it, i.e. to connect a term to the
concept. A domain is the area that are of interest to the
parties involved in developing the ontology. This can be

information concerning an organization or what wines that is
produced in France [9].
The concepts usually have attributes that describes them. For
example the concept “person” usually has an attribute
“name” and perhaps “phone number” and “address”.
Attributes are sometimes called slots or properties [9].
Between concepts in the ontology exists relations. Perhaps
the most usual relation is “is a” which is used to describe a
hierarchy of concepts. In a hierarchy there are subclasses
which inherit the attributes that the parent concept has. This
is generally called taxonomy and it is very common that
ontology is structured this way although it is not a necessity
[11].
3.2 Ontology components
As mentioned above, most ontology describes individuals
(instances), classes (concepts), attributes, and relations. In
this section each of these components is discussed in turn.












Common components of ontology include:
Individuals: instances or objects (the basic or "ground
level" objects)
Classes: sets, collections, concepts, classes in
programming, types of objects, or kinds of things
Attributes: aspects, properties, features, characteristics,
or parameters that objects (and classes) can have
Relations: ways in which classes and individuals can be
related to one another
Function terms: complex structures formed from certain
relations that can be used in place of an individual term
in a statement
Restrictions: formally stated descriptions of what must
be true in order for some assertion to be accepted as
input
Rules: statements in the form of an if-then (antecedentconsequent) sentence that describe the logical inferences
that can be drawn from an assertion in a particular form
Axioms: assertions (including rules) in a logical form
that together comprise the overall theory that the
ontology describes in its domain of application. This
definition differs from that of "axioms" in generative
grammar and formal logic. In those disciplines, axioms
include only statements asserted as a priori knowledge.
As used here, "axioms" also include the theory derived
from axiomatic statements
Events: the changing of attributes or relations

3.3 Domain ontology and upper ontology
A domain ontology (or domain-specific ontology) models a
specific domain, which represents part of the world.
Particular meanings of terms applied to that domain are
provided by domain ontology. For example the word card
has many different meanings. An ontology about the domain
of poker would model the "playing card" meaning of the
word, while an ontology about the domain of computer
hardware would model the "punched card" and "video card"
meanings.
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As mentioned before, only concepts that are relevant to the
domain of interest are defined in the ontology. Such ontology
is called domain ontology. Some concepts are more general
and might be present in all ontology. One idea how to avoid
that these concept have to be defined over and over is to
introduce top-level ontology or upper level ontology. In this
ontology general concepts that can be reused are defined.
When new ontology is constructed the general concepts from
this ontology are included. At this moment some ontology
that could function as top-level ontology exists but none of
them are used as some sort of standard. An example of a
suggested top-level ontology is the Suggested Upper Merged
Ontology developed by Standard Upper Ontology Working
Group [12]. There are also ideas concerning domain
dependent top-level ontology that have concepts that are
general in a specific domain. This would also limit the work
when new ontology is constructed since a top-level ontology
constitutes the foundation for the ontology being built [11].
If the operational data is included in the ontology, i.e. there
are individual instances of concepts in the ontology; a
knowledge base has been created. So in the ontology about
wines the concepts of wine with the subclasses red and white
wine are defined. If an extra level where there are instances
of a lot of individual red and white wines exist, this ontology
constitutes a knowledge base [11].
When ontology is constructed within an organization it also
makes the information concerning the domain more
unambiguous since the task of structuring the information
demands strict definition of the concepts. This means that the
information can be reused and assumptions that have been
made about the domain will be explicit, i.e. the process of
creating ontology not only structures the information but also
clears up misunderstandings and identifies gaps in the
information [13].
Although ontology has been proven to be very useful there
are some problems and issues that have to be taken into
concern when using them. The process of classifying
concepts is inherently problematic since not everyone has the
same idea of what a certain concept refers to. When ontology
is developed this is one of the big problems to overcome.
The conceptualization must be shared among its users and
this is problematic if the users are a very heterogeneous
group. This “common idea” of what a concept stands for is
called the ontological commitment. There is also the issue of
maintaining the ontology. The stored information must
continually be changed to mirror the real world or the
ontology will be useless [13].
An upper ontology (or foundation ontology) is a model of the
common objects that are generally applicable across a wide
range of domain ontology. It employs a core glossary that
contains the terms and associated object descriptions as they
are used in various relevant domain sets. There are several
standardized upper ontology available for use, including
Dublin Core, GFO, OpenCyc/ResearchCyc, SUMO, and
DOLCE. WordNet, while considered an upper ontology by
some, is not strictly ontology. However, it has been
employed as a linguistic tool for learning domain ontology.

The Gellish ontology is an example of a combination of an
upper and domain ontology.
Since domain ontology represents concepts in very specific
and often eclectic ways, they are often incompatible. As
systems that rely on domain ontology expand, they often
need to merge domain ontology into a more general
representation. This presents a challenge to the ontology
designer. Different ontology in the same domain can also
arise due to different perceptions of the domain based on
cultural background, education, ideology, or because a
different representation language was chosen.
At present, merging ontology that are not developed from
common foundation ontology is a largely manual process
and therefore time-consuming and expensive. Domain
ontology that use the same foundation ontology to provide a
set of basic elements with which to specify the meanings of
the domain ontology elements can be merged automatically.
There are studies on generalized techniques for merging
ontology, but this area of research is still largely theoretical.
3.4 Ontology languages
An ontology language is a formal language used to encode
the ontology. There are a number of such languages for
ontology, both proprietary and standards-based:
Common Algebraic Specification Language is a general
logic-based specification language developed within the IFIP
working group 1.3 "Foundations of System Specifications"
and functions as a de facto standard in the area of software
specifications. It is now being applied to ontology
specifications in order to provide modularity and structuring
mechanisms.
Common logic is ISO standard 24707, a specification for a
family of ontology languages that can be accurately
translated into each other.
The Cyc project has its own ontology language called CycL,
based on first-order predicate calculus with some higherorder extensions.







DOGMA (Developing Ontology-Grounded Methods
and Applications) adopts the fact-oriented modeling
approach to provide a higher level of semantic stability.
The Gellish language includes rules for its own
extension and thus integrates ontology with an ontology
language.
IDEF5 is a software engineering method to develop and
maintain usable, accurate, domain ontology.
KIF is syntax for first-order logic that is based on Sexpressions.
Rule Interchange Format (RIF) and F-Logic combine
ontology and rules.
OWL is a language for making ontological statements,
developed as a follow-on from RDF and RDFS, as well
as earlier ontology language projects including OIL,
DAML, and DAML+OIL. OWL is intended to be used
over the World Wide Web, and all its elements (classes,
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properties and individuals) are defined as RDF
resources, and identified by URIs.
Semantic Application Design Language (SADL)
captures a subset of the expressiveness of OWL, using
an English-like language entered via an Eclipse Plug-in.
SBVR (Semantics of Business Vocabularies and Rules)
is an OMG standard adopted in industry to build
ontology.
OBO, a language used for biological and biomedical
ontology.
(E)MOF and UML are standards of the OMG

3.5 Ontology dimensions
To be able to describe a whole ontology there is a need for
some sort of characteristics of the ontology. These
characteristics can also be called the dimensions of the
ontology. A try to formulate such characteristics has been
done in [18] and the dimensions described there are:
Level of Authoritativeness: This is a measure of how
authoritative the ontology is of the area it describes. If the
author of the ontology is the organization that is responsible
for specifying the conceptualization, then the ontology might
define the knowledge in the area, then this is clearly a highly
authoritative ontology [18].
Source of Structure: If the ontology is developed externally
from the application that will use it and changes are made
systematically are called transcendent, while ontology where
the structure comes directly from the application that will use
the ontology are called immanent. This means that the
structure might change radically depending on what happens
in the use of the application [18].
Degree of Formality: Degree of formality refers to the level
of formality of the specification of the conceptualization; this
could be from highly informal or taxonomic ontology, to
semantic
networks
that
may
include
complex
subclass/superclasses relations but no formal axiom
expressions, to highly formal ontology that include axioms
that explicitly define concepts [18].
Model Dynamics: This concern the rate of how changes in
the ontology are made. From the extreme where the ontology
is stable and rarely or never changes, to very volatile
ontology that changes very often [18].
Instance Dynamics: This dimension is closely related to
Model Dynamics but concerns the instances of the ontology
[18].
Control / Degree of Manageability: This dimension considers
who decides when and how much change to make to
ontology. One extreme is that the author of the ontology has
the sole decision on changes, and the other extreme of course
is that the ontology must change based on outside parties.
This is called internal and external focus [18].
Application Changeability: The applications that use the
ontology might be on one extreme developed only once and
on the other dynamically during run time [18].

Coupling: This dimension describes how closely coupled
applications committed to shared ontology are to each other.
The applications in an e-commerce exchange are tightly
coupled, since they must interoperate at run time. At the
other extreme, applications using the Periodic Table may
have nothing in common at run time. They are loosely
coupled, solely because they share a component [18].
Integration Focus: This dimension describes the focus of the
ontology concerning integration. One extreme is the
ontology that specifies the structure of interoperation but not
the content. This is called application integration. The Other
extreme is the information integration where the structure of
the information is described [18].
Lifecycle Usage: In some cases the ontology is only used in
the specification or design of an application but is never used
during run time. The other extreme is for example that every
message sent in an application is verified so it conforms to
ontology.

4. Ontology Application
There are a lot of applications that uses ontology in some
way. In [20] a classification of four ontology application
scenarios is made:
Neutral authoring: In this scenario the ontology is authored
in a single language and is converted into an appropriate
form for each system that uses is. The benefits of this
approach are knowledge reuse, improved maintainability and
long term knowledge retention [20].
Ontology as Specification: Ontology of a given domain is
created and used as a basis for specification and development
of some software. Benefits of this approach include
documentation, maintenance, reliability and knowledge
(re)use [20]. Common Access to Information: Information is
required by one or more persons or computer applications,
but is expressed using unfamiliar vocabulary, or in an
inaccessible format. The ontology helps render the
information intelligible by providing a shared understanding
of the terms, or by mapping between sets of terms. Benefits
of this approach include inter-operability, and more effective
use and reuse of knowledge resources [20].
Ontology-Based Search: Ontology is used for searching an
information repository for desired resources (e.g. documents,
web pages, names of experts). The chief benefit of this
approach is faster access to important information resources,
which leads to more effective use and reuse of knowledge
resources. [20] In [21] four scenarios for ontology based
applications are described. These are made from a business
perspective, i.e. the scenarios are based on a business area,
not on what technology that is used within the applications.
These scenarios are:
Corporate Intranet and Knowledge Management: This
scenario concerns knowledge management. In the past,
knowledge management has focused on management of
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knowledge stored within text documents. In the future, the
possibility to use ontology to specify a shared
conceptualization of an application domain and in this way
provide a foundation to define metadata that have a precisely
defined semantics and are machine-process able give the
possibility to create solutions that are based on semantically
grouped information [21].
E-Commerce: Electronic Commerce is based on the
exchange of information between stakeholders using some
sort of communication infrastructure. [21] define two
scenarios within this scenario, Business-to-Customer (B2C)
and Business to Business (B2B). The B2C applications
enable customers to find offers that meets their demands and
service providers the possibility to reach their customers.
The B2B applications make it possible for companies to
exchange information concerning services already agreed
upon or perhaps investigating new business proposals
between the companies. In the past the information exchange
has been more or less strictly of the first type but adding
ontology to the systems may give the possibility to make the
information exchange more powerful and less static which
could give for example the possibility to have the B2Bapplications find appropriate partners. [21]
Information retrieval: These types of applications are
designed to find relevant information that meets the
information demand of a user. The ontology is here used to
guide the search so that the application returns more relevant
results. [21]
Portals and Web communities: Portals are websites that
provide information on a semantic basis. These portals
usually have a backbone consisting of a knowledge
warehouse, i.e. the ontology and the knowledge base and an
inference mechanism. The system also has a front end that
the users can interact with. These users may be other
applications such as software agents. The human users can
both be general users that only can access the data or
community users which can contribute data. [21]
Examples of applications from the group Common access to
data are KRAFT, InfoSleuth, DOME, Toronto Virtual
Enterprise (TOVE) and MOMIS. KRAFT is an agent based
system that enables integration of heterogeneous data
sources. In the system there are three types of agents;
wrappers, mediators and facilitators. Wrappers are proxies
for the data sources and user agents. The wrapper is
essentially a translator between the communication language
used in the KRAFT system and the language used in the data
source. The mediators are internal knowledge processing
agents in the system. Typical tasks for these agents are
filtering, sorting, and fusing knowledge obtained from other
agents. The mediators are the matchmakers that enable the
communication between the other agents in the system.
Each data source has a local ontology that describes the
information stored in the source. The concepts and relations
in this ontology are mapped to concepts and relations in a
shared ontology .When a message is sent, the content of the
message are terms that are defined in the shared ontology

[16].
The InfoSleuth system is pretty similar to the KRAFT
system. Each resource has a Resource agent that connects the
source to the system. The resource agent maps the
information in the source to an ontology. There is usually
several ontology defined in the system. The resource agent
then can translate queries that are written in the format
described by the ontology to the internal format used in the
data source. The users interact with the system using a user
agent that translates the queries made by the user to a format
described by the appropriate ontology. The system also has
other agents that are necessary to find the appropriate
resources and make advanced queries possible.
In the DOME approach three types of ontology are used;
resource ontology, shared ontology and application ontology.
The resource ontology specifies the structure of the content
in a data source. The shared ontology is general ontology
over the domain and these are specialized to application
ontology which describes the domain for a certain
application or group of users. The resource ontology is
mapped to the application ontology and this makes
interoperability within the system possible.
The MOMIS approach does not rely on mapping a local
ontology to a shared one. Instead the general idea is to
integrate all data sources into a single ontology that are
called the common thesaurus which can be used to search
and collect the information. The shared ontology is built
from the schemas over the information that is present.
MOMIS is intended to integrate structured or semi structured
information, not unstructured like web pages. The integration
is semi automatic. Each data source has a wrapper that
connects the source to the system and acts like a translator. A
mediator connects the wrappers to the shared ontology and
the users interact with the ontology to collect information.
The approach of having a single shared ontology to integrate
the data sources is also used in TOVE, where one ontology
has been developed to provide a shared vocabulary for
applications to use to understand each other. In this system
there are also agents that act as a translator between the
applications and the ontology.
Almost all ontology based application uses some sort of
query based information retrieval. Using ontology in
information retrieval systems gives the obvious benefit of
higher precision, using context based searching. However, it
is also possible to deal with other common issues in
information retrieval systems; information quality and user
adaptation.
Information quality determines the quality by answering a
few questions. Is the information up to date? Are there any
different versions of the information? Do it exist any
conflicting information?
Most users or groups of users use different vocabularies.
Also, they usually want a different level of specialization of
the information retrieved. This can be called user adaptation.
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With user ontology this can be set with different templates,
and the ontology can also adapt with user interaction. The
information retrieval component in InfoSleuth uses user
agents to adapt to different users vocabulary.

5. Ontology and Information Science
5.1 Ontology and Information System
Two main directions of this branch may be defined. One is
about developing of application domain ontology and other
is about using ontology for the development of IS. The first
one is analysed in ontology engineering field and is not
going to be discussed in this paper.
According to [1], every IS has its own ontology, since it
ascribes meaning to the symbols used according to a
particular view of the world. N. Guarino [1] distinguishes
two orthogonal dimensions in IS: a temporal dimension,
concerning whether an ontology is used at development time
or at run time, and a structural dimension, concerning the
particular way an ontology can affect the main IS
components, like application programs, information
resources like databases and/or knowledge bases, and user
interfaces.
In this paper, the main attention is placed on the usage of
ontology at IS development. One of the major trends in this
context is using ontology for conceptual data modelling,
since a conceptual data model and an ontology both include
concepts, relationships between them and rules (in ontology
– axioms).
However, it is typically the case that in ontology-based
conceptual data modelling approaches the process of
developing domain rules is not defined in a formal manner.
Ontology defines the basic concepts, their definitions and
their relationships comprising the vocabulary of an
application domain and the axioms for constraining
relationships and interpretation of concepts [31]. Some
authors, like [32], also distinguish properties from concepts.
In the simplest case [1], application domain ontology
describes a hierarchy of concepts related by particular
relationships (e.g., is-a, part-of, etc). In more sophisticated
cases, constraints are added to restrict the values of concepts
and relationships, like cardinality constraints, possible
length, etc. In the most sophisticated cases, suitable axioms
are added in order to express and restrict complex
relationships between concepts and to constrain their
intended interpretation.
In mathematics [33], an axiom is any starting assumption
from which other statements are logically derived. It can be a
sentence, a proposition, a statement or a rule that enables the
construction of a formal system. Axioms cannot be derived
by principles of deduction, because they are starting
assumptions.
Following the terminology used in [32] and [34], axioms in
ontology can be classified as epistemological, consolidation,

and derivation axioms. Epistemological axioms are defined
to show constraints imposed by the way concepts are
structured. These include all axioms which can be directly
included by the use of modelling primitives and relations that
are used in a structural specification of ontology (e.g., is-a
relation, part-of relations, cardinality constraints). An
example of epistemological axioms imposed by the most
basic form of a part-whole relation is: if exists x and y and x
is a part of y, then y is not a part of x (∀x,y partOf(x,y)→
¬partOf(y,x)). Consolidation axioms impose constraints that
exclude unintended interpretations over the structure of the
ontology specification. An example of the consolidation
axiom from a software quality ontology presented in [35] is:
if a product quality characteristic (qc) is decomposed in sub
characteristics (qc1), then these sub characteristics should
also be a product quality characteristic ((∀qc,qc1)
(subqc(qc1,qc) ∧ prodqc(qc) → prodqc(qc1))(C1)). Finally,
derivation axioms allow new knowledge to be derived from
the previously existing knowledge represented in the
ontology. Typically, derivation axioms are created in order to
derive information which can be used to answer the ontology
competence questions. An example of a derivation axiom
from [35] states that “if there is not a paradigm to which a
quality characteristic qc is applicable, than qc is paradigmindependent”
((∀qc) ¬ (∃p) (applicability (qc, p) → pdgInd (qc))
If it is necessary, the fourth type of axioms can be defined in
addition. They are definitional axioms that define the
meaning of concepts in ontology.
According to [36], implementation of axioms in ontology
modelling environments is:
• restricted in a framework of a description logics [37] or in
some kind of logic language, like Knowledge Interchange
Format (KIF) [38] in Protégé ontology [39] and SUMO [40],
or
• axiom modelling is completely neglected in WordNet [41],
which can be used as a lexical ontology, Protégé ontology
(not all), ontology presented by [42] and [43], DBpedia [44].
This situation is detrimental to the modelling of large-scale
ontology, because it aggravates engineering and maintenance
of large sets of axioms.
N. Guarino, S. Staab and A. Maedche propose using of
objects and categories to represent axioms. They state that
categorisation of axioms allows representing the semantics
of axioms, and specifying axioms like objects provides a
compact, intuitively accessible representation.
C. S. J. Hou, N. F. Noy, M. A. Musen attempt to reduce the
difficulty of writing axioms by identifying groups of axioms
that manifest common patterns creating templates that allows
users to compose axioms by “filling-in-the-blanks”. The
method for collecting the templates is also presented in. This
method is implemented in Protégé ontology development
and management tool.
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an ECA rule. An action can be understood in two ways:
E. Sirin and J. Tao inspired of growing usage of OWL
analyse the possibilities of defining integrity constraint
semantics for OWL axioms. Authors implement the proposal
in the prototype using Pellet. Authors show that integrity
constraints validation can be reduced to SPARQL (Query
Language for RDF) query answering using off-theshelf
reasoning. They state that the obtained results show that the
goal of using OWL both as a knowledge representation and
constraint language for data validation can be achieved
without too much effort.
The analysis of ontology development tools, like Protégé,
and ontology, like SUMO, from the implementation
perspective shows that epistemological axioms are
implemented by structuring concepts in an ontology;
consolidation and derivation axioms are not distinguished
and they are implemented using some languages suitable for
this purpose, like Protégé Axiom Language (PAL) or
Ontology Web Language (OWL). Some consolidation and
definitional axioms are implemented by restricting definition
of concepts in a particular ontology.
5.2 Ontology Axioms in Comparison with Application
Domain Rules
Here we present differences between ontology axioms,
application domain rules, information processing rules, and
executable rules, expressed in the form of event condition
action (ECA) rules. This comparison is necessary to define a
correct mapping of ontology axioms to application domain
rules.
The IS level rules are statements that define information
processing rules using a rule-based language, like OCL, etc.
They are taken from the business system level and
implement application domain rules. Information processing
rules should be precise and expressed as ECA rules to be
implemented by executable rules. Therefore, it is necessary
to develop ECA rules, which define when the rule should be
applied, what should be checked and what to do after
checking.
Application domain ontology axioms belong to a particular
application domain. They define admissible states of a
domain. In particular cases axioms can have conditions
under which defined states should be taken.
According to this comparison, the following conclusions
could be done. Since axioms can be formalised together with
a domain ontology using a particular language, it is
reasonable to use this formalisation to automatically
transform the ontology axioms to information processing
rules or even to executable rules.
Protégé axioms and axioms from [35] and [46] were
analysed and it was determined that consolidation and
derivation axioms have structure state or condition-state.
A state axiom clearly defines a state in which a domain
should be and which can be transformed to the condition of

if the condition is satisfied, then the transition from one state
of the system to another is admissible;
if the condition is not satisfied, then the transition is
forbidden.
An example of a state axiom, defined by PAL, is presented
as follows. It constrains that the number of pages in a
newspaper should not exceed 30. This axiom defines a
possible state of a newspaper in a domain, i. e. it defines that
for all instances of a class newspaper an attribute
number_of_pages should not exceed 30.
defrange ?Newspaper :FRAME Newspaper forall
?Newspaper
(> (number_of_pages ?Newspaper) 30))
A condition-state axiom defines an admissible state of a
domain under the defined condition. In the sense of the ECA
structure, a condition-state axiom can be transformed into an
ECA rule in two ways:
the condition of an axiom is transformed to the condition of
an ECA rule, the state of an axiom is transformed to the
action of an ECA rule;
the condition-state axiom is transformed to an ECA rule as in
the case of a state axiom.
An example of a condition-state axiom, defined by PAL, is
presented as follows. It constrains that only finished Content
(an article or an advertisement) can be included in a
Newspaper. This axiom defines a possible state of a
newspaper under the defined condition, i. e. it defines that
content (an article or an advertisement) can be included in a
newspaper. However, it should satisfy a condition – it should
be finished.
defrange ?Content :FRAME Content
defrange ?Content-SlotVal :FRAME Content 'published_in'
forall ?Content (forall ?Content-SlotVal
(=> (not('isFinished' ?Content \"must contain\"))
(instance-of? Content-SlotVal Newspaper)))
Axioms hold in a domain in all cases. However, computer
systems should have information when they apply rules.
Therefore, according to the structure of an ECA rule, it is
necessary to define important events and link them with
corresponding rules during the transformation of ontology
axioms to information processing rules or executable rules.

6. Developing Ontology-based Applications
using Hozo
An environment for building/using ontology, named Hozo,
based on both of a fundamental consideration of an
ontological theory and a methodology of building an
ontology. Since Hozo is based on an ontological theory of a
role-concept, it can distinguish concepts dependent on
particular contexts from\ so-called basic concepts and
contribute to building reusable ontology.
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6.1 Outline off Hozo
Hozo is com
H
mposed of foour modules: Ontology Editor,
E
O
Ontology
Maanager, Ontology Server and Onto-Studio
(F
Figure.1).
Ontology Edittor provides users
O
u
with a graphical intterface
(F
Fig.2), throughh which they can browse annd modify onntology
byy simple mouuse operations. Its feature iss the functionaality to
trreat “role concept” andd “relation” on the bassis of
fuundamental coonsideration.
Ontology Mannager helps users for diistributed onntology
O
deevelopment. It
I manages onntology as com
mponents of a target
onntology-basedd on their deppendencies. And
A when a change
c
off some ontoloogy influencess others, it suupports modifiication
off influenced ontology
o
for keeping its connsistency.
Onto-Studio iss based on a method of building onttology,
O
naamed AFM (Activity-First
(
t Method). It helps users design
d
onntology from technical documents. It consists
c
of 4 phases
p
annd 12 steps.
Ontology Servver manages the
O
t storage annd use of onntology
annd models. Models
M
are buuilt by choosinng and instanntiating
cooncepts in thee ontology and by connectiing the instances by
deefining speciffic relation am
mong them. Hozo
H
also checcks the
coonsistency off the model using
u
the axiooms defined in the
onntology. Thee latest versiion of this ontology ediitor is
puublished at the URL: http:///www.hozo.jpp.
6.2 Ontologiccal theories off Hozo
ment environnments have been
Several ontoloogy developm
f
allready develooped. Most off the tools aree based on a framebaased knowleddge representaation languagee with an addditional
fuunctionality foor writing axiioms. Hozo iss similar to thhem in
thhat sense, but is different froom them in soome respects:
mination amonng a role-conccept (husbandd role),
1. Clear discrim
d
to
a role-holder (hhusband) and a basic conceept (man) is done
trreat “Role” prooperly.
2. Managemennt of the correespondence beetween a whooleness
r
conccept.
cooncept and a relational

hn Sowa introoduces the firrstness and th
he secondnesss of
Joh
con
ncepts. The foormer is roughhly defined ass a concept which
w
can be defined without
w
mentiooning other co
oncepts. Exam
mples
incllude ion, a maan, a tree, etcc. The latter iss roughly deffined
as a concept whhich cannot bbe defined wiithout mentionning
otheer concepts. Examples include wife, husband,
h
studdent,
chilld, etc. We call concepts oof the second
dness type exxcept
artiffacts role-conncepts in this ppaper. Based on his theoryy, we
iden
ntified three categories foor a concept. That is, a basic
b
con
ncept, a role-cooncept, and a role holder.
r
r
represents
a rrole which a thing plays in a
A role-concept
speccific context and
a it is definned with otherr concepts. Onn the
otheer hand, a bassic concept dooes not need other
o
conceptss for
bein
ng defined. Ann entity of thee basic concep
pt that plays a role
such
h as husband role or wife rrole is called a role holder. For
exaample in “a bicycle”, its w
wheel plays th
he role as a front
f
wheeel (“a front wheel
w
role”) oor a role that steers
s
its bodyy (“a
steeering role”), which
w
is definned as a role-cconcept. A wheel
w
thatt plays these roles
r
is called “a front wheeel” and “a steeering
wheeel”, respectivvely, which arre role holderss.
o
thheory the role concept is veery important and
In ontological
disccussed by manny researcherrs. We discusss how to orgaanize
rolee concepts and suggest a fframework forr organizing roler
con
ncepts in theeir hierarchy according to their conntext
dep
pendencies.
R
con
ncept and wh
holeness conccept
2) Relational
w
of conceeptualizing a thing.
t
Considder a
Theere are two ways
“bro
others” and a “brotherhood”. “The Smith brothers” is a
con
nceptualizationn as a concept, on the
t
other hand
h
“bro
otherhood bettween Bob annd Tom” is co
onceptualized as a
relaation. On the basis of the observations that most off the
thin
ngs are compposed of parrts and that those parts are
con
nnected by a specific relaation to form
m the whole, we
intrroduced “wholleness conceppt” and “relatio
onal concept”.
c
tion of the wh
hole and the laatter
Thee former is a conceptualizat
is th
hat of the relaation. In the abbove example, the “brothers” is
a wholeness
w
conncept and thee “brotherhood
d” is a relational
con
ncept. Becausse a wholeneess concept and a relational
con
ncept are diffferent concepptualizations derived
d
from the
sam
me thing, theyy correspond to each other. Theoretically,
every thing that is
i a compositee of parts can be
b conceptuallized
b
perspectiives as a wholeness concep
pt and a relational
in both
con
ncept.
6.3 Creating On
ntology-based
d Application
ns
Hozzo provides several functtions to deveelop applicattions
baseed on ontologgy and instancce models whiich are built by its
Onttology Editorr. It helps thhe users to develop
d
ontoloogybaseed applicationns by the folloowing two way
ys.

Inn this section, we outline thhese ontologicaal theories.
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1) Export of ontology and models into different formats
for another application

plan to improve it and develop a knowledge portal for the
platform.

Hozo can translate the ontology and models into different
formats/languages
(hierarchical
text,
XML/DTD,
DAML+OIL, RDF(S), and OWL) that make them portable
and reusable. Users develop their own applications to import
these ontology and models utilizing existing tools which
speak these languages. Hozo is used as a program to build
and manage data of ontology and models for the applications
consistently. The use process is supported by its
functionality, such as building ontology and models,
dependency management of them, and checking the
consistency of the model using the axioms defined in the
ontology.

7. Conclusion

2) Access using HozoAPI
The operational functions which Hozo provides are open to
the public as API implemented in Java, it is named HozoAPI.
Using the API other systems can use some functionalities of
Hozo. It has about 30 functions, necessary for applications to
use ontology and instance models. The users can implement
their systems easily to use these basic functions for operation
of ontology and models.

Final conclusion of this study is that, first to examine if it is
possible to find a definition of high-level implementation of
ontology based applications and examine how these
application patterns relate to other types of software patterns.
And second to investigate the strengths and weaknesses of
this type application and how they could be used.
An examination of the relationships between ontology
application patterns and software architecture patterns have
showed that these are related with one difference, the
ontology application patterns include at least one ontology.
This means that there are demands on the pattern description
that are not present in standard architecture patterns. The
properties of the ontology have to be described and the
connections to the ontology also have to be given properties.

8. Future Scope
The following is the summary of our future plan:



6.4 Implementations using Hozo
We developed the system using Hozo with the following
steps:
1) Experts of nanotechnology built a preliminary ontology of
nanotechnology based on keywords which are extracted from
textbooks, papers and patents. We call the ontology “General
Index”. It is constructed from the name of concepts in an is-a
hierarchy. The number of the concepts is about 2,300.
2) We inputted the data of General Index into Hozo and
made it to be accessible through internet. Experts accessed it
and add “link information” between concepts in General
Index and these in their resources in the platform using
Ontology Editor of Hozo. The “link information” consists of
its name, the kind of link and the hyper link to the resources.
They are managed by Ontology Server of Hozo and edited
by different experts in a distributed environment.
3) Hozo exports General Index with “link information” in a
simple hierarchical XML format.
4) The system to show General Index read the exported
XML data and shows the hierarchy of General Index in webbrowser. Figure 4 shows a snapshot of the system. General
Index is presented in a tree-format on the left side, and the
user can brows its hierarchy by mouse operation. When
he/she selects a concept in it, then the system shows “link
information” edited by experts and related resources which
the system found in the platform. This prototype system is
implemented by JavaScript.
This system is used as an index page of the Structured
Knowledge Platform for Nano-materials and Products. We






Ontological organization of various role-concepts.
Management of ontology and instance models by
version control, updating and reusing.
Improvement of ontology development method based on
ontological theory of role-concept.
Augmentation of the axiom definition and the language.
Import from different formats (RDF(S), OWL .etc.)
Gradable support functions according to a user’s level of
skill.
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